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                                    Born 26th of December 1972, Shane Meadows grew                                      up in the midlands of England more specifically                                      Uttoxeter, Staffordshire. Regarded as one of the up                                       and coming stars of British cinema, for his portrayals                                     of the gritty English life through moving pictures.                                     Much of Meadows use of kitchen sink realism in his                                     films has been sourced from inspiration from                                     filmmakers such as Ken Loach (Ae Fond Kiss) and                                      Mike Leigh (Happy-Go-Lucky) but with a different                                     post modern angle. Also because his works are semi-                                    autobiographical it brings a realism through the screen, that some directors could only dream of achieving. For instance the Speilbergs and Lucas`s of the world.

The reason I have chosen to analyse Shane Meadows work is because we have both had a similiar up bringing. Although most of his films show the hard gritty side of England, he himself had a decent childhood, for instance not living in a council house or so. I have had experiences that run parallels with his lfestyle. Also as a budding filmmaker myself looking at his works gives me the inspiration to go out and really asert myself and show the skills I have learnt and to produce a piece in the same ilk as him. As mentioned before I have massive respect and admiration for Shane for the realism he portays in his films as I see this as being a very important aspect of a good film. Also being semi-autobiographical I know that Shane has gone through these experiences himself and this can be seen strongly through his pieces.
Although Shane has a portfolio of great films the three I have chosen to analyse are `A Room for Romeo Brass` (1999), `Dead Man`s Shoes` (2004) and `This IS England` (2006). All three films are in my top 10 best films, although `Dead Man`s Shoes` has a tiny edge and is probably my favourite film of all time. This can be seen by the times I have watched each film, this being in the double figures for all. 

Shane Meadows - An Outside View Analysis



A Room for Romeo Brass - Taken from IMDB.com
“Two twelve-year-old boys, Romeo and Gavin, undergo an extraordinary test of character and friendship when Morell, a naive but eccentric and dangerous stranger, comes between them. Morell befriends with the two boys and later asks them to help him pursue Romeo’s beautiful elder sister.”

Dead Man`s Shoes - Taken from IMDB.com

“Richard returns home from military service to a small town in the Midlands. He has one thing on his mind: revenge. Payback for the local bullies who did some very bad things to his brother. At first his campaign employs guerrilla tactics, designed to frighten the men and put them ill at ease. But then he steps up his operation, and one by one these local tough guys are picked off by the terrifying angel of vengeance that Richard has become.”
     
         This IS England - Taken from IMDB.com

           “A story about a troubled boy growing up in England, set in 1983.                   He comes across a few skinheads on his way home from                  school, after a fight. They become his new best friends even                     like family and maybe a replacement for his dead father.”



I will now evaluate the common themes and aesthetic elements that contribute to Meadows directing style. It is my thought that clearly all of Meadows work is strongly realism driven. The key overall point I am trying to prove is that Meadows has lived his films, and he wants you to live them (to a certain extent) as well. That is why he refers to `real life` experiences so often. This `real life` he refers to is the British culture, the one where he was born and raised and that he clearly shows to know very well.  
Before analysing the common and aesthetic elements, I will highlight how Shanes work has evolved through not only the three films but his whole directing style. There are two main points where his work has evolved, although quite important I do not think that these points have had a massive effect on the end product that Shane produces.  

The first point as Shane has become more famous he has been given bigger budgets. When `A Room for Romeo Brass` was shot Shane had hundreds of pounds, rather than the thousands he had when `This IS England` was filmed, which was released seven years later than `Romeo`. My point is, although the budgets have increased the films have remained very similiar at their cores, wanting to show the gritty and unusual side to the British culture throughout. 
 
The second point in the evolution, which is in my opinion is behind the camera, rather than on the screen coming through the content. Appearing to be very consistent as actors/actresses, settings and aesthetic elements are very similiar. This is shown in all the three films chosen because all of them are set in the Midlands, many of the actors are the same , Paddy Considine appears in 2 out of the 3 films and Andrew Shim also appears in 2 out of the 3 films. This leads me to the conclusion that the evolution has been consistent and been in Shane himself rather than on screen. 



Firstly I will analyse the common elements of the three films chosen, then the aesthetic elements after, although when relevant I will bring bitsof each into my analysis.
 
The first common element, as mentioned before how uses realism in his films. Firstly being semi-autobiographical showing the work that Shane produces is truthful and very credible. This can be seen in both `A Room for Romeo Brass` and `Dead Man`s Shoes`, which were both based on relationships and experiences Shane had been through himself. Also as well `This IS England` has large parts where it feels like you are watching a young Shane Meadows struggle through life. This therefore gives all three films a huge sense of realism that other more famous directors such as a Speilberg or a Lucas, can only look at and admire. Meadows work is from the heart where as the Speilbergs of the world are just trying to make the most money out of a film. Meadows makes a statement, Speilberg makes money, is the   basic point I am trying to make.

      Also the films are not only relative to Shanes life but to most people`s         watching them. Many times I have been watching the three films and           thought that happened to me last week or something similiar. In `This              IS England` the part where Shaun the main character is taken               shopping by his mum. He wants Doc Martens boots because they                 are fashionable, but his mum does not want them and offers Shaun                   some cheaper, less cool shoes. The following quote is from the                      scene, “I fucking want them” and sums up the situation perfectly,                        and we can relate to this as at some point all of our parents                          have to palm off, cheaper `less cool` products on us.



One of points in `A Room for Romeo Brass` we can relate to, is when the 
two main characters, Romeo and Gavin fall out because of their new friend 
Morell. This can be noted around 2/3s of the way through the film when 
Romeo is brought home by Morell and he ignores Gavin`s (bed-ridden) 
attempts to get himself noticed again. The quote “Romeo, I know you`re 
there... (Romeo sneaks into his house) ... tosser”. This again can be related 
to, by many people as at some point in your life you have fallen out with your 
best friend. In `Dead Man`s Shoes` these real life attribute can be seen again 
with one of the main characters being bullied by a group of other people. This 
is an everyday occurance felt by many people and helps to add credibility to 
the plots.

Another point that adds to the realism of all the pieces, is that Shane does not feel the need to use big hollywoods names. Although in `A Room for Romeo Brass`, Bob Hoskins plays a very small part of a teacher that helps Gavin through time, while he is bed-ridden after his operation. This gives the film more credibility as other directors, if they had Bob Hoskins in the cast they would probably make him the main character and give him a lot  dialogue. Another point to add is that the main character `This IS England` Shaun (Thomas Turgoose) before the film had never acted before. This shows how much realism is needed in Shanes films and his need for that `big name` is not there and the content is far more important.

The next common element between the three films, is that all of them are set in the working class society of the Midlands in England. Shane shows this through various ways, including clothing, jobs and family life. The way he portrays this, is a perfect version of the blue collar, lower class. In all of the three films there are single parent families or broken families. In `A Room for Romeo Brass` the main character`s parents are divorced; in `This IS England` the main character`s dad is dead with only the mum to bring him up. In `Dead Man`s Shoes` it is slightly different, the main character`s are brothers but one is retarded so the other has to look after him. All these things are very working class and help add that sense of reality to the pieces. 



As stated in the evolution section of my piece Meadows is very loyal to his actors and actresses. This can be clearly seen Paddy Considine, Andrew Shim and now Thomas Turgoose appear at least 2 out of the 3 films studied. This shows that Meadows has good relationships with all his actors and is a down to earth guy, not chasing money but a message to the people. 

  The next common element apparent in all the films is that Shane is basically       shouting `This IS England` and this how we live, if you dont like it then you         can leave the cinema. This is so apparent that one of the films is called           `This IS England` although through other means it is also apparent. For              instance one of the main characters in `A Room for Romeo Brass`               drives a mini, which is the most British symbol of all. Also this can be                heard through the soundtracks of the films. Mostly based in the 80`s                  and 90`s you such bands as `The Who`, `The Smiths`, `The Stone                    Roses` and `Blur` but to name a few. This sings British out loud                      and clear, which adds to the realism of the pieces and lets you                         know even without dialogue or characters that these are very                          British films.

     Paddy Considine               Andrew Shim             Thomas Turgoose



Another common element between the three films is the relationship and social groups, the main characters find themselves in. In `This IS England` the main character Shaun is a loner, until he finds a bunch of older kids, he then befriends these. It could taken two ways , Shaun could need a replacement father figure with some older role models or just  a freak relationship between different groups of people. The unusual relationship in `A Room for Romeo Brass` is also between one of main characters, who is around fourteen with a strange older man called Morell. Morell befriends Romeo to get to his older sister, but the relationships turn sour when he becomes violent and too strange for the characters to relate to. The third and the final film also has a strange relationship in it as well. `Dead Man`s Shoes` has two main characters, brothers although the relationship between is more son and father. Shane likes to show different relationships. This also contributes to the realism portrayed throughout all of Shane`s works.
The last common element I will highlight is the cultural issues that Shane challenges in his films. In both `A Room for Romeo Brass` and `Dead Man`s Shoes` Meadows that has characters with disabilities. He has chosen these as main characters to challenge the views of people who think equals weakness. He makes people from the outside aware of the social and cultural issues of a society. In ` A Room for Romeo Brass` there is a boy with a bad back and a limp; in `Dead Man`s Shoes` there is a character who is retarded and gets bullied, which is another social issue. In `This IS England`, the issue racism is a big part of it and even eventually leads to a murder and therefore the issue of violence is showcased as well. This is another thing that adds to the realism Shane is aiming for in his films. 



I will now talk briefly about the common aesthetic elements of the three films. Firstly in all three of Shane`s films he uses very close up shots of his characters, which are also shakey. This is done to add effect and grittiness, so the person watching feels immersed and the characters and scenes feel more real. 
 
The second aesthetic common element that is used at various points in all films, but especially `Dead Man`s Shoes` there is very little dialogue for very long periods. Music is played instead and the tension is built because of it. Also the lack of dialogue gives the viewer the chance to make their own mind up about what is happening in the story. One occasion when this apparent is when the main character, Richard, is staying on a farm just outside the main town. No dialogue is played for around five minutes and the viewer has to make their own mind up about what`s going through his head.  

Another aesthetic element used by Shane in the majority of his films are    surprises and big plot changes. This is evident all of the three films    examined. In `A Room for Romeo Brass` the stranger who befriends the      two boys, appears to be friendly, turns violent and in some cases militant.        In `Dead Man`s Shoes` throughout the film there are the two brothers,           Richard and Anthony. Anthony is the one being bullied in the                 flashbacks and it is not until the very end when you find out that                  Anthony killed himself before anything that happened in the film                      happened.

                  The last aesthetic element that Shane largely uses is the                     flashback sequence everything turns grey and white, mostly slow                       motion and the sound becomes warped. Obviously this is                         meant to show past experiences and it sends that message                           across to the viewer very strongly. This is used in all films at                              certain stages, but utilised the most in `Dead Man`s Shoes`                                  showing when Anthony was being bullied in the past.
 



In conclusion, looking deeply at Shanes work and that of others I can see 
now that there is no comparable directors in Shanes field. Shane is very 
much on his own showing the gritty  realism of the Midlands and the north of 
England. The key overall point that Shane is trying to get over in all his films 
that this is real life and that `This IS England`.
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